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About This Game

Poly World is a rhythm based game which combines amazing levels of different difficulty and carefully selected soundtracks.
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Each level features an improvised sightseeing tour around a country along to the national melody. Listen to the beat and hit the
buttons to turn and avoid obstacles on your way.

Test your reflexes and rhythm skills! Guide the cube through every location.

Features:

Unique background melody for each level

19 original levels with incredible landscapes

Checkpoints along the way

No lives! Try as much as you want!

Challenge yourself and try to make your way till the end in this tricky music game.
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It *is* better than Redemption and especially Ressurrection, but considering those are two of the
most\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor attempts at making a videogame I've ever played that's like saying that
Desert Gunner is better than Air Control. It's functional, yes, but that doesn't really make it good.

It's got the same "kill a million dudes, another six feet of the level opens, then kill a million more dudes" that the last two had,
but the main difference here is that that "zillion" is down from the "trillion" that Redemption had. Redemption was unplayable
because you simply did not have the space, health, or ammo to kill all the enemies in each level. This one you actually do, and i
was able to play through in insomnia difficulty without ragequitting like in Redemption, where going through without cheating
was virtually impossible due to bad game design.

Which is this game's problem, the design. It's not BAD, like in Redemption. It's not completely broken like in Redemption
where it's unplayable. But it's not quirky like Overdose and it's not excellent like Black and BooH or H&D, it's just kinda...
there.

There isn't much to recommend here. It's functional. It's about six hours of painkilling entertainment. But it's not really any good
entertainment. No new weapons, enemies. There are five levels: A church (seriously, enough with the dang churches. Every
painkiller's had a church level and it's just never that interesting), a highway (the sole interesting map), a graveyard (again, yes,
for the fifth game in a row), a warehouse (yes, again, another damn warehouse), and a mayan temple that's actually kinda cool,
and one other level so generic I forgot about it already.

So all in all, if you're like me and on a holy quest to play every painkiller game ever made, get it because it is in fact a painkiller
game.

If you just want to spend ten bucks on a good game, well... it isn't. It's not bad, but it sure isn't good.. I would say this game died
but it was never alive to begin with. This game was a ♥♥♥♥ing stillborn. You'll have completed the single player within 2
hours. You'll rarely get 1 other player with you playing online. Never make the mistake I made buying this game, it's just
shovelware with a big price to make it seem better than it is. I bought the game expecting multiplayer to be fun but you never
play humans, just you and 7 bots. Dissapointment.. "Once, the Lord of Light banished Dark, and all that stemmed from
humanity. And men assumed a fleeting form. These are the roots of our world. Men are props on the stage of life, and no matter
how tender, how exquisite... A lie will remain a lie!". I wasn't really expecting much since it was a cheap game but hey I played
free otome games and they were awesome, and I was really disappointed with this one.

The story was short and too simple, and you don't get hints on how your answers affect the relationship with the characters, and
the answer options are repetitive. Even if you end up with different characters, THE OPTIONS THAT LEADS TO THE
ENDING REMAINS THE SAME FOR BOTH. There's no difference!! Even the lines are same; modified abit according to
characters.

There was this one annoying cut scene where all the characters went clubbing in the club and it was a video of real life people in
the club, found it annoying that they: 1. didn't put a skip button, i had to endure the whole scene. 2. They made it clear in the
beginning to make the game korean as possible, but the video was full of white people, even one of the characters who were
supposedly dj-ing turned white here lol. It looks lazy AF to me.

I wouldn't recommend this game, if you're interested in alot of endings because to me, there seems to be only two : accept the
character then move or leave.. Still working my way through this game but I already feel like i can recommend it
wholeheartedly. You play as a quack doctor in the Elizabethan era (who was a real historic figure!) using astrology to prescribe
cures for people. This is a story-driven game and the gameplay consists of decisions you make, however there is a level of
understanding who the person you are speaking to is, some inference, and making your own judgments. While I am not sure
how different this game is depending on your choices, the choices themselves are interesting and the story is solid. The
presentation is a star with some fantastic music and a fantastic visual aesthetic. One of the most remarkable qualities is that
Astrologaster is genuinely really funny, with some wry wit that makes it stand out from the crowd of humorous games, but this
strikes the perfect balance of being genuinely funny without taking you out of the game and the time period.

Definitely recommend checking it out if you like story, decision-making and some humor. Astrologaster is delightful.. The best
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game ever, better than any third\/first person shooter out there. Get it now.. A fun, little side scrolling shooter that puts you in
the 8bit shoots of a cop turned hitman in search of revenge for his brother, enjoy my short video..

https:\/\/youtu.be\/tZAaRwoBtFY. This is one of the only VR games that I regret buying. There are many more challenging and
enjoyable shooting games to invest your time in instead. A few of the levels are enjoyable and fairly well done, but nothing
unique. It would be nice to have a shotgun for the clay style rounds, instead of just a single pistol for everything.

There is no menu apart from a grid of levels, and all of those levels are available to play right from the start. The result is that I
had no sense of progression through (or particular incentive to play) the game at all. There is an arcade mode where you can
play each game once and then get a total score at the end, but I lost interest after doing it once.. Not worth it... far too basic and
runs poorly.. Nice Arkanoid game

the only fail is the last boss, is very very very hard
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A very good turn based tactical game, limited building options actually adds to the strategy.. Beautyfuly made route with rich
scenery and very detailed rolling stock.
Proper sounds and station anouncements are also included.
For any passenger service enthusiast its absolute must have.
I like the athmosphere of nice countryside with birds singing and Sakura leafs flying.
For me this route is one of the best DLCs for Train Simulator.. Very good pop songs, i love listening to this while driving. It's a
great addition to the game. And the german language in this radio helps making me feel like i am in Germany. (I am not in
Germany in real life). Go ahead and buy it if you can get it cheap.. BEST. PC. CONTROLLER. PERIOD.. Why GT Speed but
not Supersports?
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